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Spiritual Healing - Distant Healing - Hands on Healing

THE WORST PRODUCT &  THE WORST Co
I have ever dealt with in over half a century

A DOG TRACKING DEVICE THAT DON’T WORK
( all 4 of them in fact from the same  Co)

See page  3 & 4

I was very weak & could not get out of bed, my family had
to help me out of bed to sit on a chair so Reverend Malcolm
could treat me.
After the 1st treatment, I managed to get dressed & get
up for awhile, ( my sister, a retired nurse,  also with
cancer,  visited me the day after, and I sat up talking to
her for 3 hours 20 minutes).
She then booked an appointment with Reverend Malcolm.
After the second treatment I could walk around and make
myself a drink and sandwich,  ( and my sister when she
visited ).
After the 4th treatment, I was outside having a BBQ for our
wedding anniversary (including a few drinks).
My family came from all over the country to our party.
I have reduced my pain killers to just 2 a day.
When checking my water every day, I had to pass my water
through a filter to check for blood, a sign of the cancer
growing they told me, I noticed for 3 to 4 days after every
treatment I had with you, there was “debris”  in my water,
Then it would be back to normal until you next visit and
treatment a week later,  then there would be  “debris” again
for 3 to 4 days. This continued during your treatment.
Obviously, your doctors were removing the cancer slowly
from my body and passing it through my water.

Jim.     Bromsgrove,   Worcertershire.

Reverend Malcolm’s notes:
I could have treated Jim in his bed if they had have asked me,
I have had to treat many patients in their bed who were too ill
to get up over the years.

COLON & BOWEL CANCER
Patient see’s proof of what my doctors are doing

WE ARE THINKING ABOUT A
HEALING TOUR THIS YEAR

Last year we never managed to fit in a healing
tour because of our healing commitments.
Depending on what bookings we receive this
year will depend on or where we decide to go,
around Cornwall or further afield.
The big problem is we do not have an awning to
treat patients in now,  through a lot of use and
bad weather ruined our old one.
We would find it very hard to use conventional
awnings as they take so long to put up.
There are now inflatable awnings that can be put
up without stress in minutes, a very good idea,
and they are very strong and stable.

Ludlow in Shropshire
Over looking the Clee hills.

Continues on page 2



Dear spiritual seekers,
This month should be the start of summer we hope after a miserable
and wet winter,  it is strange my guides did not give me a wether
prediction this year as they always do ?
Personally I am feeling there will be a nice summer with a few really hot days.
I am feeling we should get nice weather going into mid October.
But unusually,  my prediction of last year we would have a White Christmas was out.
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I have some exciting news,   a little while ago a new doctor  started working with me,   to add to my usual
doctors,  I shall write an article in Junes news letter about him,  also printing a picture of him.
He is a very kind and gentle person and I enjoy his company when he is with me treating patients.
So look out for the article in next months news letter about Dr *  !

Continued from page 1

Church  Stretton
Over looking the Long Mynd

St Column
Mithian Downs
Over looking the Beacon

Some of our tour locations in the past

Worcestershire
A cider orchard

We could not manage without an awning,  not only
because of the extra space, but it is our room where we
treat patients in.
If any one or company out there could donate
funds to go towards a new awning, or the cost
of a new awning, so we can go on tour it
would be great.
The size we need will cost us around £1000.
This is the minimum we need before we can even start
to consider going on tour again.
Watching a video about a inflatable awning,  they can
be put up in 5 to 10 minutes without any hard work at
all,  so we could manage these without problem.

We could manage with just an awning,  but there are
other equipment that would help un enormously.

A wind generator for electric,  a generator for the same,
a fixed satellite system.
Even a brand new caravan with modern up to date
features would make our trips much more easier for us
if we had sufficient funding, but our old caravan is still
lovely.
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My very first dog

Rex



After chasing Pyrenean’s for almost 40 years should they
escape,  we are now to old to run !
So once I knew I had a new Pyrenean Mountain Dog
puppy coming,  I started looking at tracking devices….
Retrieva,
This is the first we brought after much research,  on initial
readings I thought should be the best there is,  because all
the rest were separate devices that you attach to the dog
collar,   an attachment if you like.
This is a strong rubber collar that can be locked on the dog
so a potential thief would find it hard to remove easily,
with the tracking device in with the collar.
 @ £300 including the first year use is the dearest I found
by a long way,   @ from £80 a year for the system use, the
dearest to use as well.
The problem is,  it did not work !  on one occasion I
attached it to our 5 bar gate and after 2 hours it still did not
connect to a GPS signal,  this is more than bad.
We had this for 6 months and in all that time if it worked
for 1 month that is all.
On complaining Retrieva did tell me they were having
trouble with their network provider,  degrading they told
me what ever that was.  So after 6 months of almost no
reliable use, I asked them if they could not supply me with
a working device give me a refund,  this they did.
So this does show they are a decent company.
I am sorry for their troubles,  as although they are very
dear to buy and use,  if it worked correctly should be one
of the best in my opinion.
FOR’s:
Complete lockable strong collar and device
AGAINST:
In a 6 month trial it hardly ever worked at all
@ £300 it is the dearest device we found by a long
way. ( this includes the first years network charge)

@ from £80 a year network charge is also the dear-
est we found.
If they have sorted out their very big problem I do not
know, so I cannot quote if they now work or not ?

**********************************
This was not so good with the second product.
Tracca as they are called,  has been the worst
product and the worst company I have ever dealt
with in over 50 years of buying things.
All I can say is rubbish complete rubbish !
You can not get any worst service than been sup-
plied no less than 4 different devices,  every one not

DOG TRACCING SYSTEMS THAT DO NOT  WORK
We test 2 different products  -  the second sent us 4 different devices,  every one was not fit for purpose

 working at all, not fit for purpose.
And they do not want to give me a refund despite
their product and service breaks the sales of
goods act that is the law.
Not only is the Tracca very inferior and sub stand-
ard quality,  but the program and or system is the
worst I have ever come cross with constant
crashes, failures and faults.
The response from the managing director and
company is “appalling” to quote the words of
another disappointed customer I read on line.
Toby the managing director rang me late one
evening in response to my email, several things
he told me in his attempt to get my business and
money proved to be blunt,  lies !
He made many claims that was as far from the
truth as it could be,  I list some below.
 1: They always get back to customers within
hours,  I waited weeks at times, often having to
send additional emails to get a response.
At the time of publishing they have completely
ignored my last email,  a month ago.
2:  The battery has a usage of over a month
claimed the MD, ( the Tracca web site lists 880
hours, no where near the actual truth).
3: The Tracca will cost less than £1 a week
using your own sim,  what a laugh,  or it would be
if it was not so expensive.
Running costs:
With their ongoing problems with the device /
programs / system,   I RECEIVED A BILL FROM
MY NETWORK SUPPLIER FOR £230 IN JUST
AROUND 3 WEEKS ?
Their system/app was continually bouncing texts
non stop hence my big bill.
If I had not checked my account it would have
been hundreds more.
Somewhat different to the £1 a week quoted,
even guaranteed by Toby their MD,    he even told
me they knew about this fault, so not to do any-
thing about this, not even a warning in their in-
structions, is in my opinion gross incompetence !
Battery performance.
Unit 1 would not even charge.
( they do not even supply a charger, you have to
buy your own).
Units 2 and 3 the battery only lasted around 15
hours give or take, so you had to charge it up



every night or it would be flat the following dinnertime
/ afternoon.
Unit 4 would not even charge properly from new,  it
would go flat the same day in anything after 4 hours !
Somewhat less than their claims of  880 hours on their
home page in big letters.
If you mooch around the site, in another place, in
much smaller print, claims  between 24 to 48 hours
if used in tracking mode,  the very reason you would
but a tracker for !
So their claims on their home page is completely
misleading,  In my opinion this is very underhanded
and deceitful.
Every other tracking device I have looked at tell
you very plainly what time you can expect from
their products when in use, with no attempts to
mislead you.

Tracking ability:
Unit 1 was unserviceable, it would not charge so
would not track.
Unit 2 would not track,  what good is a tracking devise
when it would not track !
Unit 3 would not track,  when trying a different setting
it started tracking,  but it cost me £230 in phone
charges in 3 weeks,  showing a massive problem with
their product and service !
Unit 4 did actually track,  but kept switching off as well
as crashing,  ( the others also crashed many times) the
only way to get around this was to remove the app
from your phone and re install it,   not what you could
do if you had lost your pet and was in the field trying
to find him/her, ( Plus you would probably not have the
settings with you).
This was the same on 2 different phones so it was not
any fault of the phone.
There is also a problem with the attachment clips that
attach the Tracca to your collar,  they break they are
so feeble and weak, Toby the MD told me the clips
were “ not fit for purpose”  ( to quote his own
words).
Toby told me of all the problems they were experienc-
ing with the programs and such, and seem to be still
having.
On top of this,  all 4 Tracca’s have crashed many times.
The victual fence is as others have mentioned so far
out it is a waste of time trying to use it.
With the device crashing, plus the date kept jumping
around 18 months in the future which the MD told me

was the reason they would not track ?, but he
told me they did not know why their devices
were doing this ?
So to date,  from last August we have not had
a Tracca that works right, and with every one
we received,  we waited longer and even no
communication from Tracca despite sending
several text and emails.
This only shows one thing,  they just do not care.
As all the 4 Tracca’s they sent broke the sale of
goods act,  ( a. Not fit for purpose & b. not of
merchantable quality),  they are breaking the
law by refusing to give a refund if asked by the
disappointed owner.
 If Tracca was working as it should,  the nearest
time it will track is updates every 15 seconds,
a large dog running could go a long way in 15
seconds,  also changing direction making it
even harder to track your dog.
You really want continuous tracking every sec-
ond or two like other makes offer.
After been charged £230 in just 3 weeks I could
not trust the device by putting my mobile
number in it in case it happened again, so I
could not use some of its features like the
virtual fence.
Customer services,
Initially I did have several talks with Toby the
MD,  where he openly admitted all the prob-
lems they were having,   but I would have
expected prompt attention,   for one he knew
we are a charity and if we had good service we
would have wrote a good testimonial about
their product in our news letters !
But as time went on and constant troubles,  the
time it took Toby to get back to me got longer
and longer,  days then weeks, then nothing.
FOR’s:
Nothing, total rubbish.
AGAINST: 4 Tracca’s supplied all US,  not
worth buying.
The worst customer services I have ever
dealt with, as also listed by others on line.
Refused to refund money,  ignoring emails.
My advice would be DO NOT BUY THIS
MAKE.
Next month:
We test another product that we hope will work
and can trust,  if so it has an interesting feature.

THE WORST DOG TRACKING DEVICE AND COMPANY WE HAVE EVER FOUND
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3:



The photograph was probably taken with a Cannon 35mm SLR camera.

Teddies are timeless

In our carefree mad courting days of yesteryear,  I was always buying Sue Teddy Bears when we went on our
holidays.
Here is a photograph of Sue sitting on our Jaguar E-Type on a lonely beach somewhere, holding a white teddy
bear,  I was always driving down onto beaches as the E-Type was so stable in snow or sand it was safe to do so.
On one occasion,  I brought Sue a very big black teddy bear from St Ives when on holiday in Cornwall,  we had
a job to fit them both in when going back to the tent,  then when going home after a great time.
Sue had to get into the E-Type first,  then I had to push the massive
black teddy in through the small door for her to hold sitting on her
lap while driving home,  we did get some strange looks on our way !
Left, another photo at another camp, but this time in our mini van,
( what a comedown ),  we only used this on a local camp as you could
get more camping gear in it,  when using the E-Type we always had
our boat with us, or only did lightweight camping, we had different
tents for different occasions.
     Another teddy on the bonnet…



With our charity status, & spiritual pathway, w e are hear to help you - complete confidentiality
No set time scale - no card charges - please ring for information or to book - 10am to 10pm

Readings only £1-50p per minute to help fund our charity, we ring you, mobiles £2-00p
We fund the charity with the donations received from psychic and tarot readings

T e l e p h o n e :  0 7 5  8 1 1  3 7  6 4 9

Charity Donations
If you would like to send us a donation for our Charity, you may use a credit or debit card, by

post, email, text or phone, also the secure WorldPay donate button yourself on our web site

Or the good old fashion way, send us a cheque or P.O., or just pop into your bank (or ours Lloyds).
Or transfer by on line banking

Spiritual Healing Association Worldwide  -  Acc No: 01388378  -  Sort code: 30-91-68
or send to: Polgray Cottage, Shutta, East Looe, Cornwall PL13 1LY

www.spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk                    Overseas (44) 75 811 37 649

All major credit
Cards accepted

WorldPay
secure payment

Corinthian Church
& Healing Association

Reverend Malcolm is area
contact for Cornwall & Devon

Any one can join, not just
healers, you are all welcome

Take a look on our web site
for information,

w w w. c o r i n t h i a n h e a l i n g . c o . u k

T e lephone:  01323  846546
O r  R e v e r e n d  Ma l c o l m o n

0 7 5  8 1 1  3 7  6 4 9

Telephone:  075 811 37 649
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ARE THERE ANY COURIER COMPANIES OUT THERE YOU CAN TRUST ?
We have received unacceptable service from 2 different courier companies this last 4 months,  My Hermes, and UK
mail.
December I placed an order with Dunhelm,  the order was not delivered.
According to My Hermes,  the order had been delivered and a signature obtained ?
No proof of this was supplied,  luckily Dunhelm must be a reputable company as they refunded my money straight
away, and sent me a £10 gift voucher,  so I went to their nearest shop in Plymouth and brought the goods from there.
A second order that should have come by my Hermes,  was quite last delivered.
Last month another order,  ( all through different suppliers),  also was not delivered,  but My Hermers claim to have
delivered the parcel ?
There is no problem where we live and receive deliveries from many couriers with out any problem.
This last undelivered order through my Hermes,  was sent out again through another courier company,  UK Mail….
This also did not arrive ?,  On ringing UK mail direct,  they told me they could not find the address in HARROW ?
The other side of the country Middex.  . . . . Unbelievable !
I have the correct address on the order I made,  so who made such a “cock up”, the seller or the courier I do not
know.
The trouble is when buying stuff mostly the company do not say what couriers they use or I would not buy from any
company that uses these couriers.

Porthleven
South coast, Cornwall

April 2016



Sheila & Tundra

Psychic Artist Sheila Moore
This is something I have done since I came into the spiritual world about
40 years ago now. I always loved doing portraits so it came very naturally.

Chakra Angels…
Image of Guide or Loved One in watercolour presented A5

in a card setting with the surround decorated in the
chakra colour that your helper wishes to inspire you with.

Comes with a description of the philosophies of that particular chakra.
Or... A Pastel or Pencil drawing on A4 paper with a mount.

£17.00 Price includes postage.
Contact Sheila Tel: 01366 328 629

www.psychicartspiritualvisions.com

Please pass any comments you may have to us,
no matter what they may be.

Do you recognise these people ?


